Mouse hepatitis virus (MHVI, the coronavirus of the mouse, is the most common viral pathogen in contemporary laboratory mouse colonies throughout the world. It is highly contagious with variable clinical manifestations. The majority of infections are subclinical, but can still significantly influence biological responses, thus interfering with research, mainly in the field of immunology. MHV has been intensively studied from a number of research perspectives and has become the prototype for studying the molecular biology of coronaviruses. MHV contains a single-stranded} positive-sense RNA genome ranging from 27 to 31 kb}which is divided into seven genes. Virions consist of four to five structural proteins. There are many MHV strains that vary in virulence, organotropism and cell tropism} and are constantly evolving by naturally occurring mutation and recombination. Based on pathogenesis studies MHV strains are usually grouped according to their primary tissue tropism into two biotypes: polytropic and enterotropic. Enterotropic strains of MHV replicate in the intestinal mucosa and only rarely spread to other tissues. No morphological structure of the virion has as yet been identified that is responsible for enterotropism. The course of an MHV infection is dependent on the virus strain and host factors. Generally, MHV causes an acute, self-limiting infection which is inapparent in adult mice. Neonates are highly susceptible to disease and show high mortality. In an enzootically infected colony, however, they are protected by maternally derived passive immunity. Detection of MHV infections depends on serological screening of colonies. MHV is controlled by culling and rederivation of the affected colony using hysterectomy or embryo transfer or by elimination through cessation of breeding.
Despite great efforts to eradicate the agent, mouse hepatitis virus (MHV)is the most prevalent and probably the most important viral pathogen in contemporary research mouse colonies [Hornberger & Thomann 1994 , Kraft & Meyer 1990}Lindsey 1986 . The highest prevalence of MHV infections today is found in conventionally kept mice in research settings, whereas specified pathogen-free breeding colonies are generally free of the agent. There are two main reasons for the importance of MHV in biomedical Correspondence to: Felix R. Hornberger. Institute of Laboratory Animal Science, University of Zurich. Winterthurerstrasse 190, 8057 Zurich, 257·54·52, Fax: +41-1-257-57-03, Email: frhom@ltk.unizh.ch Accepted 13 December 1996 research. On the one hand} MHV's potential for interfering with research involving mice is well recognized (Barthold 1986b ). On the other hand, MHV has served as a model for coronavirus infection in other animals, including humans. For example, replication of coronaviruses has been studied largely with MHV (Lai 1990 , Lai et a1. 1994 ).
The first MHV strain was isolated in 1947 and others followed shortly thereafter (Table 1) .Due to its different disease pattern, LIVIMwas not considered to be an MHV strain until in the late 1970s when it was found morphologically and antigenically to belong to the MHV group (Carthew 1977, Hierholzer et a1. 19791 number of other MHV strains causing enteritis have been isolated and characterized (Table 1) .
When electron microscopy became available, MHV was shown to be morphologically similar to avian infectious bronchitis virus (IBV) (David-Ferreira & Manaker 1965) . Because of its spherical shape and the spikelike protrusions on the surface of the viral envelope, the name coronavims (corona is Latin for 'crown') was proposed for this group. In 1975 an official family (Coronaviridae) with a single genus (coronavirus) was designated to include MHV and IBV, among others (Tyrell et al. 1975) . While the relationship between the different coronaviruses is complex, the coronavirus genus has been divided into four groups based on antigenical and genetical relatedness (Pederson et al. 1978) .
Tissue tropism has always been an important criterion when describing and comparing different MHV isolates. The early classical MHV strains were characterized by the pathology they caused in experimentallyinfected animals, usually following intracerebral or intraperitoneal inoculation. Neurotropic and hepatotropic isolates were described and emphasized but their affinity to liver or brain were by no means absolute (Barthold & Smith 1984) . Pathogenesis studies in mice experimentally infected by a natural route (oronasal inoculationl, however, revealed that these MHV strains all replicated in the upper respiratory tract as a common site of primary replication (Barthold & Smith 1984) . In susceptible hosts, they spread via viraemia, via lymphatics or along olfactory neural pathways to multiple organs of the body, particularly liver and lymphatic organs. However, while these viruses infect the lymphoid tissues of the intestine, they only minimally infect enterocytes (Barthold & Smith 1984) . The terms 'neurotropic' or 'hepatotropic', even though still in use, merely describe which tissue is affected most by strains which have often been experimentally selected for such tropism. These classical or prototype strains were therefore gathered in a single group and more precisely named 'respiratory' for their primary site of replication, and 'polytropic' for their diverse secondary tissue tropism (Compton et al. 1993) . In contrast, other MHV strains, including LIVIM and other isolates, possess almost exclusive affinity to the intestine and were thus named 'enterotropic'. In retrospect, this difference in organotropism, particularly the selective enterotropism (which does not allow growth in normally MHV-permissive cell lines) explains why enterotropic strains were initially not considered to belong within the MHV group. Although not always absolute, there are profound differences between the poly-and the enterotropic biotypes in a number of aspects aside from their tissue tropism. Even though some intermediate forms exist (enterotropic strains with tropism to other organs), these findings justify the conceptual differentiation of MHV strains into two major biotypic groups according to their disease pattern (Barthold 1986b) , especially since this dimorphism can be found in coronaviruses of many other species.
In the early days of MHV research, a large number of strains were isolated, named and characterized. Later, it was realized that due to the high mutation rate of coronaviruses, each new isolate of MHV was in fact a new strain. Since the antigenic relationship between isolates gave no clues to their pathogenicity, the information gained by antigenic typing of a strain was of mere academic interest. Today, few attempts are made to isolate new MHV strains and little was known of the current distribution pattern of different MHV biotypes. However, anecdotal reports suggested that MHV strains isolated during the last decade were almost exclusively of the enterotropic biotype. This has been confirmed by a recent report where the prevalence of the two biotype groups in selected mouse colonies in Switzerland was determined (Homberger &. Barthold 19951. All MHV strains isolated from 17 independent mouse colonies' enzootic infection with MHV were of the enterotropic biotype. Some strains exhibited additional involvement of other organs. It seems that the polytropic strains predominant in the fifties and sixties have been gradually replaced by enterotropic strains. A number of reasons could account for this development. Enterotropic strains seem to be more contagious, thus more apt to contaminate mouse populations under contemporary husbandry conditions. The increased commerce between research institutions nationally and internationally has potentially contributed toward the selection of enterotropic strains over the less tenacious polytropic strains. In addition 99 polytropic MHV is more apt to cause apparent disease, and thus tends to be recognized more easily and usually becomes the target of eradicative actions. On the other hand, infections with the less overtly pathogenic enterotropic strains are apt to be overlooked or ignored.
Over the last four decades, an impressive number of publications on MHV have been generated. Unfortunately, most of these studies have done little for the understanding of natural MHV infections in mice since they were targeted toward very specific questions. Mice and sometimes even rats, usually of undefined microbiological status, were infected with various strains of MHV, most often by unnatural routes (intraperitoneal or intracerebral) to artificially produce a model for a specific disease. Only recently has MHV been studied from the perspective of being a natural pathogen of mice. These studies were mostly done with the polytropic prototype strains of MHV (MHV-JHM,MHV-A59, MHV-S, MHV-2, etc.). A number of reasons may be responsible for this selective emphasis. The prototype strains had been available longer and many researchers have concentrated on working with a single 'house' strain. Until recently, most people were unaware of the extent of the differences between the two biotypes and considered the prototype strains to be sufficiently representative of the whole MHV group. For years, enterotropic MHV was thought to be a separate agent, and MHV publications often referred to LIVIMas an unrelated virus, which often contaminated mouse populations being infected with experimental strains of MHY. Because of the emphasis of hepatotropism and neurotropism, the intestine was often overlooked. Last but not least, enterotropic MHV with few exceptions grows poorly in cell culture. It had to be propagated by infant mouse passage, making it difficult to manage and less attractive to work with (de Souza &. Smith 1989) . Only recently has a cell line been found that supports the replication of all known MHV strains, including enterotropic strains, but even in these cells the polytropic strains grow to a lOO-foldhigher titre (Compton 1994, Compton et al. 19951. Despite the long history of MHV in biomedical research, little is known about the enterotropic strains. While all coronaviruses have certain aspects of their biology . in common, like structure and replication, other factors seem to be specific for each biotype. This review will describe the state of knowledge on enterotropic MHV, with an emphasis on differences to the well studied polytropic strains. This may help to create a different overall picture of MHV, especially if we take into consideration the fact that enterotropic strains are far more common as naturally occurring pathogens in the field.
Virus structure
MHV is the 'best known and characterized coronavirus, since it has served as a model for the study of the molecular biology of coronaviruses in general. However, most work is based on experiments using the prototype, polytropic MHV strains, especially MHV-JHM and MHV-A59. Until recently, little or no information was available on the molecular biology of the enterotropic strains. Most of the information presented here stems from polytropic MHV, which is believed, unless stated othervvise, to hold true for all strains of MHV. The information is supplemented by all recently published Hornberger data on the molecular biology of enterotropic MHV.
The MHV genome consists of a linear, single-stranded RNA. It is positive-sense, capped and polyadenylated like a messenger-RNA (mRNAI, thus purified genomic RNA is infectious (Siddell et a1. 1982) .Coronaviruses have the largest genome of all positive-sense RNA viruses, ranging from 27 to 32 kilobases (kb) (Boursnell et a1. 1987 , Paschuk et a1. 1989 . The genome consists of an untranslated 5' end sequence terminating in a leader sequence, eight genes each preceded by a common intergenic region which is homologous to the 3' end of the leader sequence, and an untranslated 3' region ending in a poly(A) tail (Budzilowicz et a1. 1985 , Lai 1990 1988)( Fig. 11 .The first gene is 22 kb long, encompassing more than twothirds of the length of the genome and believed to encode the RNA-dependent RNA polymerase (Paschuk et a1. 1989) . Gene 2 encodes the 30 kD non-structural protein, (Lai 1990 , Yu et al. 1994 .
While the complete genomes of some of the polytropic strains have been sequenced, only the 3' end including gene 3 is known for the enterotropic strains. Comparison of the sequences revealed great homology between all MHV strains (Homberger 1994 , Homberger 1995 , Homberger & Zhang 1996 , Kunita et al. 1995 . Somewhat surprisingly, the closest relationship was not found among the biotype groups. For the coding region of the spike protein the polytropic strain MHV-JHM and the enterotropic strain MHV-RI are the closest while the two enterotropic strains MHV-Y and MHV-RI share the least homology (Kunita et al. 1995) .
MHV is a large enveloped virus of about 80 to 169 nm diameter. It contains four to five structural proteins (Compton et al. 1993) [Fig. 2 ). The N protein coupled with the genomic RNA forms the nucleocapsid, a helical structure in the centre of the virion. It associates with the genomic RNA by specific and unspecific binding (Stohlman et al. 1988) . The N protein including the RNA binding domain is highly conserved among all polytropic and enterotropic MHV strains (Hamberger 1995 , Kunita et al. 1992 , Parker & Masters 1990 . The nucleocapsid is surrounded by the envelope which contains three or four proteins. One of them, the membrane [M) protein, a glycoprotein encoded by mRNA 6, serves as a bridge between the nucleocapsid and the viral envelope (Holmes et al. 1986 ). The M protein is the most antigenically conserved protein among all MHV strains of both biotypes (Fleming et al. 1983 , Homberger 1994 .
The second envelope glycoprotein, the spike IS)protein, encoded by mRNA 3, forms the characteristic petal-shaped spikes that give the Coronaviridae their name. It is usually cleaved into two subunits, SI and S2 (Sturman et al. 1985) . The S protein is responsible for most of the interactions of the virion with its environment. It induces cell fusion, forming characteristic syncytia in tissue and in cell culture. It is believed to initiate and spread infection by mediating the attachment of the virus to cell surface receptors (Collins et al. 1982 , Dveksler et al. 1991 .The S protein also elicits protective neutralizing antibodies and cellular immune responses [Collins et al. 1982 , Korner et al. 1991 , Mobley et al. 1992 The tissue tropism of coronavirus strains is thought to be mediated by the S protein through its interaction with specific cell surface receptors and cell membranes (Collins et al. 1982 , Dveksler et al. 1991 .If this is so, a small number of differences between the MHV-JHM and the MHV-RI S proteins (58 amino acids) are sufficient to produce the differing tropism of these strains (Kunita et al. 1995) . These changes, however, are sufficient to alter the receptor binding capacity of this virus. MHV-RI infects cells expressing the MHVR isoform of the MHV receptor but not cells expressing the mmCGM 2 isoform, whereas MHV-JHM, MHV-Y and MHV-A59 bind to and infect both types of cells (Compton 1994).
The small membrane protein (E)has only recently been discovered and may playa role in either uncoating or assembly of the virus (Yu et al. 1994) .It makes up only a small part of the viral envelope and is believed to have catalytic functions. Some MHV strains, like other Group 2 coronaviruses (BCV, HCV-OC43, HEV, TCV), possess a fourth glycosylated envelope protein, the haemagglutinin/esterase (HE) (King et al. 1985 . DVIM is the only strain known with a functional HE-protein. Other strains such as JHM generate a shorter 2-1 mRNA which encodes a truncated inactive version of the protein.
The MHV genome also encodes a number of non-structural proteins which have only been studied in polytropic strains. The largest is the RNA-dependent RNA polymerase needed for the replication of the virus which is encoded by the mRNA 1 (Lai 1990) . The functions of the other nonstructural proteins remain unknown and each of them has been found missing in at least one virus strain suggesting that they are not essential for MHV replication (Yokomori &. Lai 19911 .
Replication
There is no information available on the replication of enterotropic MHV. The following is based solely on studies on polytropic strains (Holmes 1990 , Lai 1990 . While the basic pathways are most likely identical for all MHV strains, there may be significant differences in some details which are related to the biotype of the virus strain. The S protein binds to receptors on the cell surface, the viral envelope fuses with the cell membrane and the nucleocapsid i.s introduced into the cytoplasm of the host cell (Holmes 1990 , Lai 1990 . The viral genome serves as an initial mRNA for the synthesi.s of the RNA-dependent RNA polymerase (Lai 1990 .
One of the unique features of coronavirus replication is the production of a nested set of mRNAs (Lai 1990) (Fig. 1 ). By discontinuous leader-primed transcription the seven mRNAs are generated. Some MHV strains, like DVIM or MHV-JHM, produce an eighth mRNA for the gene 2-1 encoding the HE protein . Each mRNA consists of the 5' leader sequence and a unique region containing the respective Hornberger gene. All mRNAs have a common 3' end, each mRNA represents a subset of the next larger mRNA and the largest mRNA is identical with the genome. The exact transcription process is still unclear. Subgenomic mRNAs may be generated from a full-length negative-strand copy of the genome or from subgenomic negative-strand RNAs (Lai 1990 , Schaad &. Baric 1994 . Only the unique 5' region of each mRNA is translated (Leibowitz et al. 1982) . This means that only one protein is generated from each mRNA (with the exception of mRNA 5) and the ORFs downstream of the unique region are not translated. Virus assembly takes place when the nucleoprotein binds to the genomic RNA to form the nucleocapsid, which in tum associates with aggregates of M proteins in the Golgi membranes. While the virus buds into the lumen of the Golgi apparatus host cell proteins in the lipid bilayer are replaced by virus glycoproteins [Holmes 1990 ). The virus is then released from the cell either by exocytosis or by cytolysis (Holmes 1990 , Lai 1990 .
Like all RNA viruses, MHV is constantly undergoing mutation, generating numerous (sub)strains. This feature helps the virus to evade immune clearance from the population while being passaged through a mouse colony. Two mechanisms are held to be responsible for these genomic changes. One is the fact that the RNA-dependent RNA polymerase has no proof-reading mechanism. It continuously introduces errors into the copies generating new and different virus strains. Another way of changing the MHV genome is by RNA recombination through a so-called 'copy-choice mechanism' (Lai 1992) . RNA recombination is one way to cope with polymerase errors. Also, if a mouse is simultaneously infected with two different strains of MHV, recombination generates new viral substrains carrying genetic information from both parental strains. The recombination rate for MHV is very high and cross-overs occur randomly over the whole genome (Banner &. Lai 1991) . This may be the primary reason for the emergence of new MHV strains.
Tissue tropism
One of the most interesting aspects of coronaviruses is their differences in tissue tropism. Many host species harbour different coronaviruses expressing a similar biotype dimorphism as found in MHV. Despite the clear distinction in pathology, nobody yet has found a way to differentiate between enterotropic and polytropic MHV strains in vitro. Members of these two biotypic groups are antigenically closely related, as shown in cross-neutralization tests (Homberger et al. 19921 .Comparison of the genome of enterotropic and polytropic MHV has not revealed a common distinguishing denominator. Most likely the tissue tropism determinant is located on one of the structural proteins, in particular the S protein, and is influencing the virions' ability to interact with the target cells. If this is so one has to assume that very small changes in the genome can be responsible for the drastic change in pathogenesis by changing the secondary structure of the S protein, covering or uncovering certain active epitopes (Grosse & Siddell 1994) .This aspect of MHV pathogenesis still warrants further investigation.
It has been suggested that differences in receptor binding may be responsible for the selective infection of specific cell types by different MHV strains. In vitro all MHV strains interact with both the MHVR and the mmCGM 2 receptor isotype, except for MHV-RI which does not recognize mmCGM 2 (Compton 19941.In vivo, however, MHV-RI replicates in the enterocytes of SJL mice to high titres, even though they only express the mmCGM 2 receptor (Compton 1994, Compton personal communication). Polytropic MHV-A59, on the other hand, recognizes the SJLreceptor isotype but fails to grow in SJL mice efficiently (Compton 1994, , Barthold & Smith 1987 ). These differences between in vitro and in vivo results suggest that MHV-RI and maybe other enterotropic MHV strains utilize (an)other yet unknown receptor(s) for binding to their target cells and that host genotype and age-related susceptibility to MHV infection may be additionally mod\.!lated by cellular factors regulating virus 103 entry, uncoating and replication (Asanaka & Lai 1993 , Yokomori & Lai 1994 .
Clinical signs
Clinical signs of enterotropic MHV infections depend upon colony epizootiology, virus strain and host factors. During epizootics, when a naive mouse population is infected for the first time with enterotropic MHV, the predominant clinical signs aJ;e diarrhoea and high mortality (up to 100%1in infant mice less than one week old (National Research Council 1991) .The onset of clinical signs in infants depends on the virus strain and range from the age of 2-8 days for MHV-Y to 7-11 days for MHV-D. The duration of the disease again is related to the virulence of the virus strain. Pups infected with MHV-Y usually die or are cannibalized within 24 h after the onset of clinical signs while the disease caused by MHV-D lasts 7-10 days on average before the animals die (Barthold et al. 1982 , Ishida et al. 1978 . Some strains may cause neurological signs in neonates just prior to death (Ishida & Fujiwara 1979) . Less noticeable in this epizootic situation is the decreased fecundity due to fetal resorbtion by infected dams, most likely an unspecific effect of the disease since there is no evidence for in utero infections by enterotropic MHV (unpublished observations/. Adult mice normally show no signs of infection, thus enterotropic MHV epizootics in a non-breeding adult mouse population generally go clinically unnoticed. Within a few weeks all clinical signs, even in breeding colonies, cease and it is often falsely assumed that the infection has been eliminated. Instead the epizootic has converted into an enzootic cycle which can maintain itself in the population for years without apparent disease (Barthold 1986b) . Immunodeficient (e.g. nude) mice can tolerate chronic infections by enterotropic MHV, with slow emaciation and diarrhoea, and in some cases minimal clinical disease (Barthold et al. 1985) . Therefore even breeding colonies of nude mice may be enzootically infected with enterotropic MHV (unpublished observations).
Pathogenesis
The outcome of the interactions between enterotropic MHV and its murine host depend upon multiple factors. The virulence of the virus strain is of great importance but equally important are a number of host factors, including age and strain of the mice, as well as their immunological and microbiological status (Barthold et a1. 1993). Gross necropsy findings in neonates with clinical signs include dehydration, emaciation and an empty or almost empty stomach. The bowels are distended, friable and filled with watery gaseous digesta (Barthold et a1. 1982 , Hierholzer et a1. 1979 , Kraft 1962b . Depending on the virus strain, necrotic foci on the liver (Ishida et a1. 1978) and thymic involution (Barthold et a1. 1982 ) may also be seen. No gross changes may be seen in animals with clinically inapparent infections. Microscopic examination of intestine in neonates reveals different degrees of destruction of the normal mucosal architecture in all levels of the gut. The location of the most profound changes may differ according to the virus strain. LIVIM, MHV-S/ CDC and MHV-D mainly affect the small intestine while pathological changes caused by MHV-Y and MHV-RI are mostly found in the large intestine, especially the ascending colon (Barthold et a1. 1993 , Hierholzer et a1. 1979 , Ishida & Fujiwara 1979 , Kraft 1962b , but this may be due to variation of the observer rather than true regional differences. Villi can be attenuated, while the crypts, especially in older animals, are hyperplastic and enterocytes can fuse to form large syncytia (Barthold 1986bl , which had originally been termed 'balloon cells' (Kraft 1962b) . The changes are often segmental, and range from extensive necrosis to vacuolar degeneration and desquamation of the mucosal epithelium accompanied by leucotic infiltration and haemorrhage. Indistinct eosinophilic inclusion bodies consisting of viral antigen in affected enterocytes and in syncytia have been described (Hierholzer et a1. 1979 , Kraft 1962b . Ulceration of the mucosa may occur (Biggers et a1. 1964 ). Depending on virus strain, focal necrosis and syncytia may be found in the brain or sometimes in the Hornberger liver ( Barthold et a1. 1993 , Hierholzer et 01. 1979 , Ishida & Fujiwara 1979 . Lymphocytic necrosis in the thymus was described but this may be due to a stress reaction rather than a direct virus effect on the thymus (Barthold et ai. 1982) . Mesenteric lymph nodes often contain lymphocytic syncytia without significant necrosis. In addition, some strains seem to infect the upper respiratory tract, a location common to the polytropic strains (Barthold & Smith 1984) . Pathological changes in older animals are generally much more subtle. They may show mild enteritis and colitis during acute infection, but even at the peak of virus replication the syncytia may be difficult to find (Barthold et 01. 1993) . In susceptible mouse strains, pathological changes in brain and liver may be found. Experimental infection of athymic nude mice with MHV-RI has revealed transient hepatitis during persistent enteric infection, suggesting transient infection of the liver (Barthold et a1. 1985) .
The age-related tendency to fatal enteritis is not due to an increased susceptibility to enterotropic MHV infection, since pups between one and four weeks of age are equally susceptible to the same infectious dose of MHV -Y, resulting in both infection and enteritis (Homberger & Barthold 1992) . It is more likely related to mucosal proliferative kinetics (Biggers et a1. 1964) . The highly differentiated mucosal epithelial cells in the neonatal intestine are quickly destroyed by rapidly reproducing virus and the slow mucosal turnover rate prevents an effective regeneration of the intestinal epithelium. Older mice have higher mucosal turnover rates with fewer differentiated cells, allowing more rapid replacement of damaged mucosa, resulting in milder disease (Barthold et 01. 1993) .
Host genotype is of considerable importance to the outcome of MHV infections. BALB/c mice are considered highly susceptible to disease while SJL mice, at the other end of the spectrum, are highly resistant (Barthold et a1. 1993) . Unlike in polytropic MHV where resistance is correlated with reduced virus replication in target cells (Barthold & Smith 1987 ) enterotropic MHV grows to comparable titres in SJL and BALB/c mice at all ages (Barthold et al. 1993) . The resistance of the SJL mouse to disease caused by enterotropic MHV seems to be mediated through an entirely different mechanism than resistance to polytropic MHV.
Most enterotropic strains of MHV disseminate to other organs to varying degrees. Lesions in the brain and the liver have been described for MHV-Y and MHV-D, while DVIM and to a limited extent LMM and MHV-RI cause hepatitis , Ishida & Fujiwara 1979 . No dissemination from the intestine has been described for MHV-S/CDC (Hierholzer et al. 1979 ). These phenomena are mostly found in neonates of susceptible host strains. Comparison between SJL and BALB/c mice at different ages suggest that host genotype and age-related susceptibility to dissemination are mediated through similar mechanisms as those described for polytropic MHV [Barthold et al. 1993) .
Athymic nude mice and other immunodeficient strains such as scM or some of the transgenic mice develop a persistent infection with minimal disease, very like that found in immunocompetent animals, when infected with enterotropic MHV (Barthold et al. 1985 , Compton et al. 1993 . Little dissemination to other organs is found and if it takes place, the resulting lesions are mild compared to those caused by polytropic MHV in immunodeficient mice (Barthold & Smith 1990 ). The mice, however, do not clear the virus but continue to replicate and shed the virus (Barthold et al. 1985) , probably during all of their somewhat shortened lifespan.
Immune response
Both humoral and cellular immunity seem to be important for the recovery of mice infected with MHV, regardless of strain or biotype. Circulating antibody can be detected within 10 days after experimental infection (Barthold et al. 1993 ) and naive sentinel mice placed in an enzootically-infected population seroconvert within 14 days after introduction (Homberger & Thomann 1994) . Mice produce highly cross-reactive antibodies against all three structural proteins of MHV as shown by Western blot (Homberger 1992), but neutralizing antibodies, responsible for host immunity are directed primarily against certain variable epitopes on the S protein (Collins et al. 1982 , Gallagher et al. 1990 , Routledge et al. 1991 . Effective host immunity against MHV challenge is directed against the least conserved regions of the virion and is therefore highly strain-specific. Thus, virus strain-specificity is a crucial factor in understanding MHV-host interactions.
Mice experimentally infected with enterotropic or polytropic strains of MHV by a natural route exhibited stable MHV-specific serum IgG titres over a period of at least six months (Barthold & Smith 1989 , Homberger et al. 1992 . Challenge immunity to reinfection with enterotropic MHV strains is less strain-specific and longer lasting (more than six months) than with polytropic MHV (Homberger 1992).
In enzootically-infected mouse populations maternally-derived passive immunity is very significant in protecting newborn mice against apparent disease (Ishida & Fujiwara 1982 . IgG to enterotropic MHV-Y is transferred in utero by means of specific receptors in the yolk sac wall as well as through the milk by selective absorption via IgG receptors on the intestinal epithelium for up to 16 days postnatally (Hornberger 1992) . IgA from the milk is not absorbed from the intestine. Intraluminal IgA and IgG is present in the gastrointestinal tracts of immune pups until weaning age. Serum IgG antibody in pups nursed by MHV-Y-immune dams persists for more than 10 weeks in some mice, much longer than passively acquired antibody to polytropic MHV (Homberger 1992, Barthold et al. 1988 ). This may impact upon serological monitoring, since the possibility must be considered that low positive results are due to maternally-derived passive immunity. Serum IgG titres of dams inoculated with enterotropic MHV-Y do not decline significantly and the maternally-derived passive immunity will effectively protect all pups subsequently born to these animals not only from mortality, but also from enteritis and virus replication (Homberger 1992 , Hornberger & Barthold 1992 .
The pups' systemic IgG antibody had no effect on virus replication in the intestine. Passive immunity to enterotropic MHV is solely dependent on intraluminal antibody in the gastrointestinal tract of the pups at the exact time of infection (Hornberger & Barthold 1992) . Intraluminal antibody is so effective that even traces of milk are sufficient to protect mice at weaning age against challenge infection (Hornberger & Barthold 1992) . While IgG has some neutralizing capacity, IgA is necessary for complete prevention of virus replication in the suckling mouse (Hornberger & Barthold 1992 ).In addition passive immunity to an enterotropic MHV is at least partially cross-protective between enterotropic strains (Hornberger et a1. 1992) .This might play an important role in protecting pups in an enzootically-infected colony against infection with a newly introduced heterologous or mutated homologous MHV strain.
Epizootiology
The host range of MHV has not been entirely defined. The natural host is the mouse (Mus musculus). The virus can be found in wild and laboratory mouse populations throughout the world. Hamsters, rats and cotton rats may be experimentally infected but virus transmission to other animals does not occur (Kraft 1982 , Taguchi et al. 1979 ). These reports, however, are artificially induced laboratory phenomena and there is no indication of similar occurrences under natural conditions. Natural MHV infection may safely be considered specific to the mouse.
In natural infections with enterotropic MHV, transmission is presumably by the oral route. MHV is highly contagious and is easily transmitted among cage-mates by contact or between cages or even rooms by fomites. MHV is rapidly inactivated by environmental factors and the most efficient transmission is through personnel spreading the virus with their hands. Aerogenic transmission of MHV has been overrated in the past. MHV causes an acute and self-limiting disease. Virus is shed in the faeces and transmitted to cagemates for up to 30 days after infection (Barthold et al. 1993).Vertica.l (in utero) transmission of polytropic, but not enterotropic, MHV has been described under experimental but never under natural conditions and is of no practical importance (Barthold et al. 1988 (Barthold et al. , 1993 .
A naive mouse colony may be infected with enterotropic MHV by a number of ways. The intentional (research mice) or inadvertent (feral mice) introduction of infected animals is the most obvious. Other possibilities are through immediate contact of personnel with infected mice (research, wild or petl, aerogenic transmission or even less likely through wild-mouse-contaminated feed or bedding. MHV-contaminated biological material of mouse origin or mouse passaged material, on the other hand, represents a serious danger if it is inoculated into naive mice.
Only if neonatal or immunosuppressed animals are present in the colony during epizootic infection apparent disease can be expected, which then however, will be quite severe in neonates, including diarrhoea and up to 100% mortality in infant mice. All clinical signs will disappear after the entire colony has seroconverted. Now the infection can take several subsequent courses. If the population is small, mature and immunocompetent, with no introduction of naive mice and no breeding activity, the mice will recover from their acute infection and become virus-free. Otherwise the epizootic will convert to an enzootic infection, meaning persistence of the virus in the population, not in the individual animal.
An enzootic infection of enterotropic MHV in a laboratory mouse breeding colony is characterized by its lack of clinical manifestations. Pups born to immune dams are protected from MHV infection during the critical first two weeks of their lives by maternally-derived passive immunity through active ingestion of antibody-containing milk (Hornberger & Barthold 1992) . After separation from their dams at weaning, they quickly become infected, but while infection at this age results in active immunity against the virus it causes minimal apparent disease of the animals. During their average life-span in a breeding colony, mice are immune to reinfection with the homologous enzootic strain of MHV and female mice are capable of protecting all of their offspring in successive litters through lactogenically transferred passive immunity (Homberger 1992 , Homberger &. Barthold 1992 .
An enzootic infection of enterotropic MHV in a research colony without breeding can only maintain itself if persistently infected immunodeficient mice are present or if susceptible naive animals are introduced into the colony on a regular basis. MHV-free adult mice from commercial breeders are brought into an enzootically-infected mouse colony where they are immediately infected. They do not develop the disease but allow virus replication and shedding for up to a month. The infection is passed on to other naive mice introduced into the population. Thus enterotropic MHV can persist in a nonbreeding mouse colony even though it causes an acute self-limiting infection in the individual mouse. This situation is doubly dangerous for the unsuspecting scientist. Due to the lack of clinical signs he or she is unaware of the presence of the virus and unable to take counter measures or to screen his or her data for possible interference. Furthermore, since most animal~are entered into the experiment during the first two weeks after arrival, which is precisely during the peak of the MHV infection, the possibility of interference with research by this ongoing infection is greatly increased.
MHV is a very mutable virus as can be seen by the vast number of different isolates found. The high mutation rate is probably part of the survival strategy of a virus causing only short-term acute infections. In a large enough colony the enzootic virus is passaged so many times in susceptible animals that the changes accumulated through point mutations and recombinations effectively tum it into a new strain (Adami et al. 19951 . Due to the limited cross-reactivity of the immunity to heterologous MHV strains the colony may not be completely protected from infection with this new MHV strain and the animals are reinfected. During this renewed sweep through the population the virus again changes, perpetuating the infection in the colony.
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Implications for research
MHV has a long history of interference with the results of animal experimentation (Barthold 1989a ,b, Compton et al. 1993 ).This may be explained by the ubiquity, the contagiousness and the broad spectrum of tissue tropism of the agent. Here again, most experimental work was done using polytropic strains, but in most cases when spontaneously occurring effects were described, the tissue tropism of the isolate was not determined and many of the reports on spontaneous effects can be attributed to the enterotropic group.
During epizootics high mortality in neonates or clinically ill adults obviously are detrimental to ongoing research. Subclinical infections however are much more numerous, their effects not as easily detected but potentially no less significant.
During acute infection, MHV effectively alters the physiology of the mouse and its reaction to the experimental variables. Since lymphotropism is a common trait to all known strains of MHV (including enterotropic MHV), it is not surprising that most .reported MHV-related interference with research was found within the immune system. Depending on the time of inoculation, both immunodepression and immunostimulation as a result of MHV infection have been reported (Virelizier et al. 1976 ).Enhanced and suppressed macrophage functions (Boorman et al. 1982 , Dempsey et al. 1986 ) and dysfunction of T and B cells have been described (Casebolt et al. 1987, Cook-Mills et ai. 19921 .MHV has been shown to activate natural killer (NK) cells and alter the interferon responsiveness of infected mice (Schindler et al. 1982 , Virelizier et al. 1976 ). All these changes occur only during the relatively short time of acute infection but persisting effects on the immune system such as macrophage dysfunctions (Boorman et al. 1982 ) and durably modify unrelated T cell responses (Coutelier et al. 1991 , Crayet al. 1993 ) have been described.
Aside from the effects on the immune system, MHV infections cause a wide variety of other changes which may potentially influence research in many fields. The nature of these changes depend mainly on the tissue tropism of the virus strain. The infection of the liver by polytropic and possibly disseminating enterotropic MHV alters liver enzyme levels, patterns of protein synthesis and other biochemical markers (Barthold 1986a , Lucchiari et al. 1992 , Piazza 1969 , induces alpha-fetoprotein (Kiuchi et al. 1974) , increases iron uptake (Tiensiwakul & Husain 1979) and alters the mitotic response of the liver to injury (Carthew 1981) . The increased proliferative activity of liver and intestine during and after MHV infection could potentially alter response to chemical carcinogenesis (Barthold 1986a) . Bone marrow infection causes changes in peripheral blood such as anaemia, thrombocytopenia, leukopenia and increased monocyte pro coagulant activity (Levy et al. 1981 , Piazza et al. 1965 . In non-obese diabetic mice the incidence of diabetes after inadvertent exposure of the colony to MHV infection decreased sharply and only returned to normal levels after Caesarean re-derivation of the colony (Wilberz et al. 1991) .
Interference of MHV with tumour transplantation studies has been documented. Transplantable tumours which are of mouse· origin or have been passaged through mice may be contaminated with MHV (Hornberger et al. 1991 , Nicklas et al. 1993 . Virus replication is enhanced in the altered cells of the tumour (Sturman & Takemoto 1972) . Abnormal tumour invasion pattern, abnormal tumour passage intervals, spontaneous regression or oncolysis of normally stable tumours and rejection of human xenografts in nude mice due to MHV infection have been described (Akimaru et al. 1981 , Braunsteiner & Friend 1954 , Fox et al. 1977 , Kyriazis et al. 1979 , Manaker et al. 1961 . Enzootic infection with MHV enhances the induction of plasmacytomas by pristane (Byrd et al. 1991 ). In addition MHV may also persistently infect cell lines without causing cytolysis (Sabesin 1972 , Stohlman & Weiner 1978 , Stohlman et al. 1979 .
Passage of diagnostic material through mice subclinically infected with MHV has caused confusion about the origin of the isolated viruses. Examples are Tettnang virus (Smith et al. 1983) , two coronaviruses (SD Homberger and SK) from humans suffering from multiple sclerosis (Gerdes et al. 1981 , Weiss 1983 ) and a coronavirus isolated from Manx Shearwaters suffering from puffinosis (Nuttall & Harrap 1982) .
Pre-existing infection with MHV reduces the susceptibility of mice to Sendai virus, pneumonia virus of mice and Salmonella typhimurium infections (Carrano et al. 1984 , Fallon et al. 1991 . On the other hand, many experimental procedures potentiate an existing subclinical MHV infection. Examples include co-infections with Eperythrozoon coccoides, lactate dehydrogenase-elevating virus and mouse cytomegalovirus (Kraft 1982 , Rowe et al. 1963 , treatment with urethane, methylformamide (Braunsteiner & Friend 1954L halothane (Moudgil1973) or iron salts (Warren et al. 1968 ) and feeding of necrogenic yeast (Ruebner & Miyai 1961 ) or hypercholesterolaemic (Braunwald et al. 1991 diets. In addition, tumour transplantation may also induce more severe MHV disease.
Diagnosis
Clinical signs may be present in the case of an epizootic infection but are generally nonspecific and silent. Diagnosis of active enterotropic MHV infection needs to be confirmed by histology. During acute infection, syncytia in the mucosa of the ascending colon of neonates is easily found, but may not be so prominent in adult mice (Barthold et al. 1993) . If histological changes are found, the presence of MHV in the intestinal mucosa can be confirmed by immunohistochemistry (Brownstein & Barthold 1982) .
Since enterotropic MHV infections in adult mice are usually inapparent, there are generally no clinical signs to alert us to its presence in a mouse colony. Sometimes unexplainable changes in experimental procedures are the first signs. Due to poor growth in tissue culture virus isolation is a very unreliable diagnostic procedure (de Souza & Smith 1989) . Antigen detection in faeces by monoclonal antibody or PCR has been described but is inappropriate for screening because of the transient nature of MHVexcretion (Casebolt & Stephens en 1992 , Golding et 01. 1995 . The diagnostic means of choice is therefore the detection of specific antibody in the serum by enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA)or immunofluorescence assay (IFA) (Smith & Winograd 1986 , Smith 1983 . Since all known MHV strains of both biotypes cross-react in both ELISA and IFA all immunoassays described have used a polytropic strain as antigen. Routine assays screen for MHV specific IgG but an IgA assay could be used to differentiate between passive and active immunity since passively acquired IgG to enterotropic MHV may persist atlow titre for more than 10weeks in some mice (Hornberger 1992) .
Other serological tests such as complement fixation, haemagglutination inhibition and serum neutralization tests are either of low sensitivity or too strain specific (Barthold & Smith 1984) . Immunoblots and radioimmunoassays have been described as well, but have mostly been used experimentally.
MHV-infected biological materials such as hybridomas, transplantable tumours, and cell lines may transmit the virus and should therefore be routinely screened for MHV contamination (Nicklas et 01. 1993) . If the strain of MHV is known, the infant mouse bioassay has been utilized successfully (de Souza & Smith 1989) . If no information about an isolate is available, the mouse antibody production (MAP) test with its broad range of specificity is better suited (Collins & Parker 1972 , Nicklas et 01. 1993 . As in vitro alternatives a number of reverse tninscription-polymerase chain reaction (RT-PCR) assays have been described (Hornberger et 01. 1991 , Kunita et 01. 1992 , Yamada et 01. 1993 . PCR is more sensitive, quicker and also cheaper than the in vivo tests. An RNA dot blot hybridization assay has also been described but offers no advantage over the PCR (Hornberger et 01. 1991) .
Control
Barrier facilities provide excellent protection from infections with the highly contagious enterotropic MHV (Thomann et 01. 1994) . Physical barriers, however, are not prerequisites for prevention of MHV infection; adequate knowledge of the epizootiology of 109 the virus provides the means to establish a routine that minimizes the risks of an MHV outbreak (Hornberger & Thomann 1994) .
One way to protect research animals from infection with MHV is by preventing the virus from entering the animal room. Humans serve as principal fomites in the transmission of MHV. It is paramount that people working in an MHV-free mouse colony have no contact with other mice which may be MHV infected. Animal rooms must be rodent-proof since feral mouse populations are often infected with MHV (Singleton et 01. 1993) . Another source of infection is contaminated biological material which is introduced into the animal facility (Nicklas et 01. 1993) . A method 'to eliminate an MHV contamination from transplantable tumours by passage through nude rats has been described (Riilicke et 01. 1991). In an animal facility enzootically infected with MHV, it is possible to keep subpopulations free from infection by using microisolator cages (Barthold & Smith 1983 , Lipman et 01. 1993 ). If there is an MHV outbreak in one of the cages, the infection is contained and will die out within a few weeks without spreading to other cages (Compton et 01. 1993) .
Attenuated virus strains and an adenovirus expressing structural proteins of MHV-A59 were used in attempts to protect mouse populations from MHV infection by vaccination. However, the protection was strongly strain specific and the vaccines induced a subclinical infection, the exact situation which was tried to be prevented (Wesseling et 01. 1993) . A monoclonal antibody targeted to an MHV receptor was also used but was unable to prevent virus replication (Smith et 01. 1991) .
There are a number of ways to eliminate an existing MHV infection. One method is to quarantine the colony with no breeding activity and no introduction of new animals for a period of approximately two months (Weir et 01. 1987) . The enzootic infection is terminated since MHV requires a constant supply of susceptible animals. This method works best in small colonies since MHV is a highly mutable virus. Large populations favour the appearance of new mutant strains that circumvent the elimination (Adami et 01. 1995) . This method will not be successful if immunodeficient mice are present in the colony since MHV causes persistent infections in these animals (Barthold et a1. 1985) . They very effectively serve as carrier animals and need to be destroyed before the process of elimination.
More drastic elimination methods are hysterectomy (Caesarean re-derivation) and the embryo transfer (Jacoby & Fox 1984 , Reetz et a1. 1987 , methods which also eliminate most other pathogens at the same time. To prevent vertical transmission in immunodeficient animals embryo transfer should be used. Embryos need to be washed properly, since MHV is not able to penetrate the zona pelucida (Carthew et 01. 1985) .
The reasons for the original introduction of the virus have to be identified and eliminated. Regular cleaning and disinfecting procedures and a waiting period of 24 h are sufficient before re-derived animals may be re-introduced in a previously contaminated facility. 
